Where do we go from here? 556 – The Final Push Appeal
Step inside newly restored 556 and the main item
remaining still requiring specialist services is obvious - the
seating. When acquired by TV&GWOT, the seats were not
correct for the 556 era having come from a late 1950s’
Bristol SC. The seats in ECW bodies of the early ‘50s, when
aluminium was first introduced to bus body construction,
had a distinctive design. They have a polished aluminium
top and sloping aisle-side member with the lower structure
and vehicle-side vertical member being formed in tubular
steel. The seats are mounted on seat rails which run along
the lower body sides and on a two-footed pedestal on the
aisle side and in addition are secured by bolts into the
aluminium waist-rail on either side of the vehicle.
We have been on the look-out for the correct pattern of
seats for 556 for a number of years and at the time of the
Proto‐type frame
original appeal we were in negotiation to obtain a part set.
posed in an OB
We have recently been able to secure seat frames to
complete the set, although a substantial number have come from 8’ wide vehicles (such as
LWLs or KSWs where each double seat is some 3-4” wider than in 7’6” wide vehicles such as
556. However, we are in touch with a fabricator who is able to cut and shut the seats to
narrow them to the correct dimensions. His skills particularly in aluminium are excellent
such that the joins cannot be readily seen. We have also identified a machinist able to
reproduce the special bolts and spacers which attach the upper part of the seat frame to the
waist-rail on the vehicle sides. These new bolts will be stainless steel avoiding the galvanic
corrosion and seizure in the waist-rail suffered by the original carbon steel bolts in contact
with the aluminium.
Now that Covid restrictions have been relaxed, TV&GWOT
volunteers have started preparing the first batch of the
correct seat frames for painting. We still need to construct
new seat bases and back boards and then have the seats
professionally upholstered. We have access to the correct
moquette of the original 1950 pattern.
In all, there will be 17 double-seat frames and a 5-passenger bench seat across the rear of
the vehicle giving a total seating capacity of 39 in accordance with the original specification.
The SC back seat stood on its own legs on a false floor that had been constructed in the boot
(the original floor having been removed when 556 was owned by some equestrian types
who transported a miniature horse in the enlarged boot!). Restoration will reinstate the
rear seat structure and the original boot dimensions.

Please support TV&GWOT’s Final Push appeal using the enclosed form
Over 80 Sponsors have already contributed to securing and restoring 556 and TV&GWOT
extends a sincere ‘Thank you’. We hope you feel proud of this collective achievement and,
with others, are inspired to support the Trust Volunteers in their endeavours. Together we
can look forward to authentic Thames Valley Traction Co. journeys in 556.
Colin Billington, TV&GWOT Chairman and 556 Project and Appeal Co-ordinator
THE THAMES VALLEY & GREAT WESTERN OMNIBUS TRUST, LEDGER FARM, FOREST GREEN RD, FIFIELD, MAIDENHEAD SL6 2NR
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Time to find your seats, please…..

A Thames Valley & Great Western Omnibus Trust (TV&GWOT)
Final Push appeal to seat 1950 Bristol LL6B No. 556 (FMO938)
to a standard worthy of the body restoration achieved thanks
to Supporter funding and volunteer contributions to date.
The major elements of 556’s restoration – the body structure, external panelling and
repainting are complete. The Final Push will focus on the interior, particularly the seating.
Fortuitously, we can now secure the correct 1950s’ pattern seat frames and new fabric of
the original design. The additional funding required to complete the work is £14,000.

What is the appeal about? The 556 Restoration Project
In July 2020, TV&GWOT launched the 556 Appeal to purchase and restore Thames Valley
1950 Bristol LL6B No. 556, registered FMO938. The timing linked to the cancellation of
public events in 2020 (including the Thames Valley Traction Co. Centenary) due to the
Covid pandemic. This gave a window of opportunity for the restoration to be carried out
before rescheduled events in summer 2021 (although TVTCo.+1 was prevented by
restrictions).
The major elements described below concerned the bodywork (the timber parts of the body
structure, and the external panelling and painting) which is now complete. Remaining work
in progress is fitting of the windows and rear mudguards.
The Appeal outlined two phases to be undertaken as funding income allowed:
Phase 1: Preparation and repaint of chassis and running units (V), road spring
reconditioning (C), rewiring of bell and lighting circuits (V), offside and rear
body rebuild, restoration and painting (C/V)
Phase 2: Front and nearside body rebuild, restoration and painting (C), procurement
and refurbishment of correct pattern seat frames, manufacture of timber
seat backs and bases and their upholstery and trimming (C), replacement of
rubber window gaskets and rear mudguards (C).
Key:

(C) – contracted out, (V) – volunteer work, underlined – scope of funding for The Final Push

In the event the initial enthusiastic and generous response from Supporters exceeded
expectations and, inspired by the progress and quality of the work, further funds have been
donated. Although pandemic restrictions curtailed involvement of volunteer groups, the
specialist contracted work could proceed unhindered. Therefore, once the purchase of 556
was complete (the vehicle having been on loan to the Trust since 2015), the programme was
adjusted to focus first on the major part of the restoration - stripping and rebuilding the
body. This work was contracted to Martin James’s Classic PSV at Princes Risborough, just a
short drive from our Berkshire base, enabling close involvement as work progressed.

What’s been achieved? 556 Restoration Progress
With early success of the funding appeal, 556 was delivered to
Classic PSV on 26 August 2020. Martin immediately started
removing mouldings covering lower panel vertical joints and the
waist-rail to enable the lower panels to be removed. To our relief
the timber cores within the aluminium pillar sections were
generally in good condition - just two needed replacement and only
up to the waist rail. The problem was confined to corrosion of the
moulding fixing screws which over the years had been replaced
with larger screws to prevent the panel mouldings from separating
from the body. This meant that removing the window pans to
expose the pillar timbers up to the cant rail was not required. The
screw holes could be repaired with wood filler and therefore, at this
early stage with this significant saving in the Phase 1 cost, we were
able to commit to the full scope of structure and panel restoration.
The front (including the cab and front bulkhead) and rear of the
body are of timber construction but these areas are prone to inservice damage and water ingress causing rot and deterioration. As
Martin worked around the bus removing cladding, the poor state of
some parts of the framing, not unexpectedly, was revealed. There
was accident damage along the rail under the boot doors and rot in
the canopy on the near-side of the blind box as well as in the cab
and emergency door pillars at their lower ends. There were also
two known roof issues – one above the front bulkhead at the rear of
the blind-box fairing and the other, evidenced by water leaks at the
front and rear of the roof panel, over the main passenger entrance
and gangway. Furthermore the passenger sliding door frame was
found to be broken, only being held together by the door cladding.
Other areas of deterioration included the timber wheel arches and
bottom rails and the internal floor framing around the rear wheel
arches. With the full extent of the timber decay uncovered, work
commenced on removal and replacement. The significant decay of
timber in these areas is typical of ECW-bodied vehicles of this
period when they have spent most of their operational life ungaraged, continually out in the elements. All of this has now been
replaced so, in TV&GWOT’s care, 556 can be expected to remain
sound for generations to come.
See the website (www.tvagwot.org.uk) for
more images and descriptions of progress.

Please support TV&GWOT’s appeal to fund the 556 Final
Push by either:


Making a one-off donation, or



Putting in place a standing order to make a regular monthly donation



added to the authorised drivers’ or conductors’ roster (subject to
assessment / licence qualification).
invited to ride on the inaugural run of 556 restored and under
TV&GWOT ownership.

Please give generously to help us to preserve this important vehicle for the
future, keeping Thames Valley Traction alive in the Thames Valley.
Thank you

I would like to help TV&GWOT in the Final Push to fit out
556 by:

□
□
□

Boost your donation by 25p of Gift Aid for every £1 you donate
Gift Aid is reclaimed by the charity from the tax you pay for the corresponding tax year.

In order to Gift Aid your donation you must tick the box below:

Those making single donations of £1,000 or more or a monthly standing
order of over £40 for 25 months or more will be enrolled as a Supporter of
556 and be:


GIFT AID DECLARATION

Making a donation of £....................................
(Cheques and POs should be made payable to TV&GWOT or
payments may be via bank transfer see bank account details
overleaf)
Making a monthly payment by Banker’s Standing Order (see
opposite)
Becoming a Supporter of 556 (minimum donation £1,000 or
payment by standing order of £40 per month for 25 months or
more)

Please also complete a Gift Aid declaration if applicable (see opposite)

□

I want to Gift Aid my donation of £……………… and any donations I make in the future
donations to The Thames Valley & Great Western Omnibus Trust (TV&GWOT).

I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/ or Capital Gains
Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my
responsibility to pay any difference.
Signed......................................................................... Date...........................................
Title....................... First name or initial(s)…………………………………………
Surname ……………………………………………………………..
Full home address .....................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
……………………………………………………… Postcode……………………………….
Please notify the charity if you: want to cancel this declaration; change your name or
home address; or no longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains.
If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want to receive the
additional tax relief due to you, you must include all your Gift Aid donations on your
Self-Assessment tax return or ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.

BANKER’S ORDER
To the Manager (your bank)...................................................................................
Bank address................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
Sort code No…........................................... Account No.........................................
Please pay to Lloyds Bank plc, 45 High Street, Maidenhead SL6 1JS Sort Code No
30-95-36, for the credit of the Thames Valley & Great Western Omnibus Trust
(Account No. 03754934)
The sum of £….........................................(amount in figures)
.......................................................................................... (amount in words)
on ..............................................(date) and thereafter at monthly intervals
until........................................... (date)
Signed................................................... Date....................................
Please return to: TV&GWOT, Ledger Farm, Forest Green Road, Fifield,
Maidenhead SL6 2NR.
Registered Charity No. 1125980

